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G The BG News
Bowling Green, Ohio

Monday, April 6, 1992

Weather

Volume 74, Issue 126

Employee morale is declining
Anticipated higher education cuts cause worry among faculty
by Kirk Pavellch
The BG News

Monday, mostly sunny
and much warmer. High in
the riml (ills. Southwest
winds increasing to 10 to 20
mph. Monday night, partly
cloudy. Low 40 to 45.
Chance of rain is 20 percent. Tuesday, variable
cloudiness with a chance of
showers. High 60 to 65.
Chance of rain is 50 percent.

Inside The News
The "Perfect" group:

Perfect Seed, a campus
group promoting unity and
the end of racism, will be
meeting 8:30 tonight to promote interest in the program.
O Page two.

With rumors and speculation
abounding over the anticipated
magntiude of Gov. George Voinovich's next round of higher education cuts, morale of many University employees has declined
because of their uncertain job
security.
Sociology chairwoman Meredith Pugh said there has been a
large psychological impact on
faculty members in her department, especially among the
younger non-tenured ones. No
salary increases for the second
straight year is also a concern
because it could cause the more
talented faculty to seek employment elsewhere.
"Those people come in at competitive rates, but if they then sit
a couple years without getting
raises, their salaries are no

"If s negative on morale but people have been sort of
depressed in morale all throughout the year. They hear
wftafs on the newt, what's in the newspapers, as wel as
the memos that come out You can see the handwriting on
the wall."
Richard Cebhardt, English chairman
longer competitive on the
national level," Pugh said. "That
increases the probability that
they'll try to shift positions."
Each department and college
has been asked to prepare contingency plans for dealing with 4
percent, 8 percent, or 12 percent
cuts to their operating budgets. It
is possible that any of the percentage reductions would force
faculty layoffs.
Business education instructor
Kathy Black said the uncertain
feeling of whether she will be
teaching next semester is the

most difficult aspect of the
crisis.
"A lot of instructors believe
that there's a possibility that we
could be wondering all summer
[if we have a job]," she said.
"That's very upsetting and disturbing for us because we have
lives and we need to make contingency plans just like the University."
English chairman Richard
Gebhardt said his department's
morale has been impaired by the
impending cuts, but not yet to the
point of despair or panic.

"It's negative on morale but
people have been sort of depressed in morale all throughout the
year," he said. "They hear what's
on the news, what's in the newspapers, as well as the memos that
come out. You can see the handwriting on the wall."
Computer science chairwoman
Ann Marie Lancaster said her
department would like to see the
University develop plans to deal
with the cuts while preventing
layoffs.
In order to do this, the University has to rethink its mission and
put more emphasis on meeting
the basic educational needs of
the students, she said.
"Layoffs aren't going to solve
anybody's problems," Lancaster
said. "I think there are ways [to
avoid them]. It depends upon
whether the University community can get into a problem solvSee Morale, page four.

Follow The Sign

Outside Campus
"A window to the past":

PHILADELPHIA - Archaeologists tunneling In the
rubble of a Maya ruin in
Honduras have opened a
tomb strewn with jade and
seashells that may contain
the 1,400-year-old remains
of a king.

The discovery gives
Mayan scholars a new trove
of archaeological data to
check against knowledge of
the ancient royalty in Copan,
a town in western Honduras
that is the site of a ruined
Maya city.
"This kind of discovery
provides a fairly clear
window on the past," Robert
Sharer, a University of
Pennsylvania archaeologist
who led the dig, said Saturday.
Based on the tomb's location under about 10 feet of
rubble and the apparent age
of two dozen ceremonial
pots surrounding the stone
slab on which a skeleton lies,
scientists are wagering the
remains are those of one of
four sixth-century rulers of
Copan.

Th« BC NewiU.y Murdack

Under a drizzly sky Saturday morning, about 70 runners and walkers start the two-mile Run For the Homeless. Jeff Urbanikl (left

center, ball cap) won the race with a time of 10:47. The race, sponsored by Reachout, raised over $400.
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Group hopes to end racism, Professors to lead
promote unconditional love new reading group
by Julie Tagllalerro
The BG News

A new program, Perfect Seed,
is being formed on campus to end
racism and promote unity, and to
foi-m a perfect relationship between all races and cultures.
An introductory meeting will
be 8:30 tonight in the McFall Assembly Room to promote interest
in the program.
Ramond Vemley is the founder
and initiator of Perfect Seed, a
phrase which he copyrighted last
month. He said he is starting the
program at the University in
hopes it will expand to the rest of
the state and eventually the nation.
"The concept of Perfect Se> dis
that we as individuals, as a people, as America, as a human race,
are all in a growth process,"
Vernley said.
Vemley said the theologies of
Perfect Seed are that racism,
white supremacy and negative
schemas are the basis of other
problems in the country. To eliminate these, Vernley said there
need to be messages of unity and
unconditional love toward all
races.
Vernley approached Jack Taylor, assistant vice president of
multi-cultural affairs, and Tonia
Stewart, director of off-campus
housing, to help him get this program active at the University. He
has also involved Undergraduate
Student Government presidentelect Jason Jackson and other
USG members who helped coordinate tonight's meeting.

r

Jackson said he sees Perfect
Seed as a stepping stone in developing the student for student
coalition program. The student
for student coalition program's
purpose is to provide a network
of communication between campus organizations.
In order to have this network,
Jackson said, there has to be feelings of unity between all races
and cultures. He sees Perfect
Seed serving this purpose.
"You can't start communication without understanding other
individuals," Jackson said.
Vernley said he can see Perfect

"I laugh at the hypocrites
who won't attend [tonight's]
lopum because we get our
education to secure our
future, but there won't be a
future unless we handle this
corrosive acid that is eating
away at this country."
Ramond Vernley,
founder of Perfect Seed
Seed becoming its own strong
network of organizations and individuals who care about ending
racism and building unity.
In order to be
part of Perfect Seed, Vernley said, individuals would have to join one of the
organizations involved in the
program. Vernley said this
would increase membership in
the various organizations.
He said once the network is es-

tablished, Perfect Seed will
sponsor lectures and guest
speakers as well as distribute
programming promoting the
theme of unconditional love and
the perfect unified society.
Newsletters, fliers, advertisements and posters are some of
the ways Vernley said these messages will be sent throughout
campus.

Among Perfect Seed events being planned is a cultural awareness retreat, planned for the fall.
Vernley said he hopes that
through these events and more
support from administration and
faculty. Perfect Seed will spread
to other schools in Ohio and eventually the nation.
Vernley said long term projects
of the program include focusing
on education, and developing a
program educating Perfect Seed
teachers who would go into urban
areas to teach about cultural and
racial unity and love, as well as
the core curriculum.
He added a goal of his would be
to develop his own school and
community where the Perfect
Seed philosophies would be emphasized.
Vernley acknowledged that his
plan may take a while to gain
support, but he is willing to take
the chance and pioneer it.
"I laugh at the hypocrites who
won't attend [tonight's] forum
because we get our education to
secure our future, but there
won't be a future unless we handle this corrosive acid that is eating away at this country."

Applications for

•
•
•
•
•

fall 1992 BG News editor
1992-93 Gavel editor
1992-93 KEY yearbook editor
1992-93 Miscellany editor
1992-93 Obsidian editor

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 214 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 9.

by Theresa De Franco
contributing writer

The Honors Program's
newly-sponsored reading
group will provide interested
students with an opportunity
to get down and dirty with
Sigmund Freud, Charles
Darwin, Virginia Woolf and
other famous authors.
The group, founded by University junior and Honors
Program member Dave Morris, intends to study eight selected books this semester.
Eight separate reading
groups will meet beginning in
April, each one led by a University professor discussing
one of the books. Interested
students can participate in as
many reading groups as they
wish.
Morris said the reading
groups will be "highly
interactive" between the
professors and the students.
The intent of the reading
groups is to attract "students
concerned with the broad
pursuit of knowledge," Morris stated.
Larry Small, director of the
Honors Program, thought the
reading group was a great
idea, one that will be instituted much more in the future.
Small was pleased with the
turnout of 60 students, especially for a group organized
so late in the semester.
"It met with great acclaim
and interest... and the faculty
has been very supportive,"
Small said.
Dissatisfaction with a presumably inadequate learning
environment outside of the
classroom led to the reading
group idea.
"[The reading group]
stemmed from the desire to
extend intellectual life
beyond the classroom," Mor-

ris stated.
The books selected for this
semester's reading group including Darwin's The Origin of Species and Miguel de
Cervantes' Don Quixote ■represent a wide range of
topics. The psychology, economics, English, sociology
and biology departments are
represented by professors
leading the various group
discussions.
Mark Gromko, associate
professor of biological sciences, will lead a reading
group on The Origin of Species and Richard Dawkins'
The Blind Watchmaker, a
book which Gromko refers to
as "a modern parallel to Darwin's."
Gromko anticipates the
reading group will work best
if he acts as "just another
participant."
"I hope to provide the
framework for the discussion," Gromko stated.
Economics professor Neil
Browne is also excited about
the upcoming reading group.
"At best, it can be an illustration of what learning
can be," Browne stated when
referring to what the participants can expect from the
group.
Morris is optimistic about
the group's future and has
already thought ahead about
improvements for future semesters.
Morris would like to introduce a wider variety of subject matter. These prospective topics include AfroAmerican literature, oriental
works, Eastern religious
texts, Latin-American works
and contemporary texts.
Excited by the results of
the reading group so far,
Morris noted that he is always
"open to suggestions" with
the future planning of the
reading group.

Forrest Creason Golf Course

pi
_^gC^
W >y*
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BGSU Faculty a Stall
BGSU Student (Mason)
BGSU Student luring)
BGSU Student (summer)
RGSU Student (lall|
General Public
Junior Season Tickets

singlo tamUy
$210 $21O»»70ea.
$12S
*3S
$80
$45
$320 $320 & $95 ea.

$155

Student Spring
Passes are now
available.
Charge your pass
to your Bursar
account
CaN 372-2674.
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Support grows for Perot Delegates to U.N.
by Robert E. Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Ohloans who
are not excited about this year's
field of partisan candidates for
president could get the chance to
vote for II. Ross Perot, the selfmade Texas billionaire who may
run as an independent.
But the Ohio Republican and
Democratic parties say they are
not worried that Perot could hurt
the re-election bid of President
Bush or a challenge from Bill
Clinton or some other Democratic nominee.
Perot has volunteers in Cleveland, Dayton and several other
cities who say they will qualify
him for the Nov. 3 ballot if he
signs the declaration of candi-

dacy required by Ohio law.
He has said he will run If his
backers collect enough signatures and meet other requirements to put him on the ballot in
all SO states.
To get his name on Ohio's ballot, Perot would need the signatures of at least 5,000 voters by
an Aug. 20 deadline.
Roger Yane, a Cleveland businessman who is helping coordinate the effort in Ohio, says Perot
is not paying his volunteers.
"We're working out of our own
pockets." he said.
But he said Perot is willing to
spend $100 million "and will open
his pocketbook the day he is qualified in the 50th state."
Yane said Perot has promised
not to accept matching funds

Ring Sale
Save ¥5*120

Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this special
event. Check out our awesome collection of styles. ArtCarved
will customize a college ring just for you with thousands of
special options. Don't delay—see your ArtCarved representative
before this promotion ends.

dRTQIRVED
Place: Univnrsity Bookstore
Student Services
Building
Date: April 6&7
Time: 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Place: The Little Shop
University Union
Date: April 8
Time: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

draft Earth Charter

from the federal government.
David Duffy, Ohio Democratic by Paul Raeburn
Party spokesman, said Perot The Associated Press
could be a problem if he spent a
lot of money in Ohio.
UNITED NATIONS - Weary
But he said he thinks there are negotiators trying to organize a
things people don't know about global war on pollution and envihim that would diminish his pop- ronmental destruction met for a
ularity. Duffy declined to specu- final overnight session in a
late whether Perot would appeal smoke-filled room, trying to salmore to Democrats or Republi- vage agreements ahead of an
Earth Summit in June.
cans.
Delegates did eventually settle
State Republican Chairman
Robert Bennett said Perot would on the text of an Earth Charter take away more votes from a simple, clear statement of environmental goals, a United NaDemocrats than Republicans.
tions source said on condition of
"He's more Democrat lean- anonymity.
No details were available, but
ing," Bennett said.
He also said Perot's personal it was the least specific of the
background won't be known "un- agreements the delegates had
sought.
til they peel away the layers."
Some delegates, after working
' Yane said he and his counterparts in Columbus, Toledo, Day- for five weeks and culminating
ton, Cincinnati, Akron and other with 18- and 20-hour sessions in
cities believe circulating peti- recent days, wandered in the
halls of the United Nations, their
tions will be a snap.
expressions reflecting weariness
"His support In Ohio has mush- and frustration.
In the meeting room, papers
roomed and it's across-the-board
- Democrats, Republicans, union were spilled across desks, ashmembers and businesses, blacks trays overflowed with cigarette
and whites, you name it. It's got butts and tension was as palpable
to be unprecedented," Yane said. as the sauna-like humidity. About
William Sweet, a Cleveland at- 1,200 delegates had worked on
torney working on legal aspects the summit preparations.
with Perot's office in Dallas, said
The preparatory meeting was
he was told Perot will sign the deadlocked in part over greenhouse gases, mainly because the
Ohio document.
Secretary of State Bob Taft United States refused to accept
says interest in Perot in Ohio is any binding targets for limiting
strong for an independent.
emissions of the gases believed
to be the chief cause of global
warming.
The chief U.S. delegate said
ATTENTION UMPIRES!!!
Friday the talks also were stalemated over how to foot the bill.
Or even umpires to be.
"We've lost a great opportunity," said Assistant Secretary of
There will be an umpires
State Curtis Bohlen in an interview. He said the summit would
meeting for the Bowling
be in Rio de Janeiro in June as
Green Little League
planned, but negotiators now
would arrive without the farThursday, April 9 at
reaching preliminary agree7:30. Location:
ments they had sought.
"It's a great disappointment to
Bowling Green High
many of us that we could not
School/Cafeteria. Any
agree on finances," he said.
questions contact Jeff
Merrill at 352-4102.

Sprtial Payment Plans AviiUbk

* Sweatshirts
* T-Shirts
*Hats
* Jerseys
m -Team MVP- m

20 % OFF ALL
Spring Apparel
(with coupon)
Expires April 30,1992

* Sweatpants
* Shorts
* Posters
* Clocks

MVP
College and Pro
Sporting Apparel

Located in the
Woodland Mall
(Next to Subway)

352-1835

r

- -Team MVP- - -

15% OFF ALL
■

Hats in Stock
(with coupon)
Expires April 30,1992

U.N. officials have estimated
that developing countries will
need $125 billion from wealthy
countries to begin cleaning up
their environment and instituting
more environmentally sensitive
development programs.
Maurice Strong, who will be
secretary general of the summit,
offered a more optimistic assessment than Bohlen's.
"Governments don't like to
take their final positions until
they are in the final stages of negotiations," he told a news conference.
The Earth Summit, otherwise
known as the United Nations
Conference on Environment and
Development, was conceived in
1989 to mark a new global commitment to environmental management and sustainable use of
the Earth's resources.
Some 60 heads of state are expected to attend. President Bush
has not yet wdd if he will go.
Delegates had hoped to produce several documents for
adoption at the Rio conference.
One was an agreement to forestall global warming. A second
was called Agenda 21, which
Bohlen described as a program
of specific actions that need to be
taken during the next 20 years to
encourage environmentally responsible development.
Considerable progress has
been made on Agenda 21, Bohlen
said, "more than anybody
thought was possible." The negotiators agreed to measures to
protect marine ecosystems, for
example, and to preserve endangered species, he said.
A third document was the
Earth Charter.
Environmentalists participating in the negotiations have
blamed the United States for the
failure to adopt a global warming
agreement. The United States refused to agree to limits on emissions of carbon dioxide, the principal contributor to the greenhouse effect.

Get a Reading on
y a Healthy Body y
FREE BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENINGS
JEROME LIBRARY
information desk
Every Monday & Wednesday in April
1 1 am-3pm
Sponsored by
BGSU Student Hearth Center
College of Health and and Human Services
A healthy heart starts with a healthy reading
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Court Blotter

Police Blotter
♦ Craifl Daniels, Jr.. 19, 101 Second
St.. Portage, was arrested for DUI Sunday. March 22, by University police. As
police were pursuing Daniels, he drove
up on the curve at Carter Park and attempted to flee on foot, police said.
♦ A 14-year-old Bowling Green female
was arrested for DUI and reasonable control after she struck a GTE utility pole on
Clay Street early Sunday morning. A
police unit attempted to pull over the
suspect on West Court Street but the
driver failed to stop. Instead, she turned
light on N. Church Street, ran a stop sign
and then attempted to turn right on Clay
Street, where she drove up on the curb
and hit the pole. A15-year-old passenger
in the vehicle suffered minor injuries. The
driver and a 14-year-old passenger were
not injured, police said.
♦ A resident of Darrow Hall reported
he was assaulted by another resident on
Friday, March 20, as the result of a discussion on a sporting event, police said.
♦ The Ole Butcher Shop. 989 S. Main
St., reported a breaking and entering, and
theft ol "an undetermined amount of
meat" early Tuesday morning. No cash
was reported missing. Police believe the
supects were unable to locate the cash
drawer, so instead went through the
moat cases No description of the suspects is available, police said.

♦ A resident of South Grove Street reported a breaking and entering and theft
at his residence Tuesday. Among the
items missing are a television, a stereo
and various kitchen appliances. The resident was in Florida at the time of the incident, police said.
♦ Paul Baird. 505 Clough St.. was arrested for DUI at the intersection of
Thurstm Avenue and Ridge Street Tuesday, police said.
♦ University police reported Tuesday
they are investigating incidents of "obscene messages being left on glass containers filled with garbage" which were
placed in stairwells and windowsills in
Compton Hall, police said. Investigators
said they are unable to reveal any other
information at this time.
♦ A man reported he was stopped at
the comer of East Wooster Street and
South Enterprise Street at 1 a.m. Thursday by an unknown intoxicated white
male who asked in French if he could
have a ride home. The suspect said his
brother was ill and he needed to get to
his home on Palmer Avenue to take care
of him right away. The victim said when
he pulled up in front of the 300 block of
Palmer Avenue, the suspect hit him
several times in the face and stole his
wallet. The suspect lan off in an undetermined direction and has not yet
been located or identified, police said.

j fllit S0» NeuiB: four source for campus ueius

Resumes that
really work
The right introduction can make all the difference when
you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you
create a resume package that introduces you in a
professional way.
I Format and design
assistance

been previously convicted of theft. The
case was assigned to Judge Charles Kurfess.

♦ Modesto Goruales II, Gibsonburg.
Ohio, on a fourth-degree felony charge of
gross sexual imposition. The grand jury
charged Gonzales had sexual contact
with a 15-year-old girl by force or threat
of force. The case was assigned to Judge
Gale Williamson and a summons issued

♦ Cynthia Ahumada, Oregon, on a
fourth-degree felony charge of forgery.
The grand jury charged Ahumada forged
a credit invoice owned by Elder Beerman
Corp., 1234 N. Main. The case was assigned to Judge Williamson and a summons issued.
♦ Wayne McCabe, Hamler. Ohio, on a
third-degree felony charge of sexual imposition. The case was assigned to Judge
Williamson.
♦ Dwayne Scott, Toledo, on a thirddegree felony charge of complicity to
theft The case was assigned to Judge
Kurfess and a summons issued.

♦ Kenneth Brisbon, Pontiac, Mich, on
a fourth-degree felony charge of trafficking in marijuana. The case was assigned
to Judge Donald DeCessna and a summons issued.
♦ Henrietta Bamett, on a third-degree
felony charge of receiving stolen property. The charge involves the theft of a
Ford pickup truck owned by Eder Rag
Manufacturing. The case was assigned to
Judge DeCessna.
♦ Jay Stockwcll, 126 S. College, on a
fourth-degree felony charge of theft. The
grand jury charged Stockwell stole one
pair of Texas Steer Work Boots from
K-Mart, 1111 S. Main. Stockwell has

♦ Thomas Garcia, Bono, Ohio, on a
second-degree felony charge of felonious
assault. The case was assigned to Judge
DeCessna and a summons issued.
♦ Fransisco Geronimo, Swanton. on a
third-degree felony charge of theft. The
case was assigned to Judge Williamson.
♦ Ben Malone, Detroit, on a thirddegree felony charge of receiving stolen

property. The case was assigned to
Judge DeCessna.

Bills of information were issued on the following:
♦ Jack McGhee, Toledo, on a fourthdegree felony charge of forgery. The
grand jury charged McGhee with forging
a check owned by Downtown Athletic
Club The case was assigned to Judge
Kurfess and a summons issued
♦ John Feltis, Toledo, on a fourthdegree felony charge of theft. The grand
jury charged Feltis with the theft of a cassette player from Hills Department Store,
1234 N. Main
♦ Also charged in the theft was Christopher Putnam, Toledo, on an identical
charge. Putnam has been previously
convicted of theft. Both cases were assigned to Judge Kurfess and summonses
issued.
♦ Rodney Hill, Weston, on a fourthdegree felony charge of grand theft Hill
is charged with the theft of a television,
videocassette recorder, and stereo
system. The case was assigned to Judge
DeCessna and a summons issued.

Morale
Continued from page one.

ing mode to do it."
Custodial supervisor Iva Hill.-ird said the morale of fellow
custodians has been most affected by lack of staffing and not the
threat of layoffs.

Food operations director Jane
Schimpf said she believes most
of her employees' Jobs are secure
since food-op is an auxiliary of
the University and does not
receive any of the state subsidy
which will likely be cut.
"The morales of my people are However, that doesn't mean they
terrible," she said. "Mainly be- won't be affected at all, she said.
cause we never have enough
help. It's wearing them down."
"When the University is in a
Hillard said layoffs will be budget crunch, certainly there's
treated as fairly as possible, with policy changes and things we will
employees who have worked the have to deal with," Schimpf said.
longest being the last ones to go.
"Not knowing what's going to

happen is probably the biggest
concern now."
According to economics
chairman David Reed and business education chairman David
Hyslop, this feeling of apprehension is present in both of their
departments as well, because of
the uncertainty of the future.
Reed said no one knows what to
expect because It is a completely
new situation.
"We've experienced budget
crises before but never this severe," Reed said.

=SUPPORT YOUR FAVORITE FALCON TEAM!
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Bill would require
autopsy of infants
by John Challant
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Autopsies
would be required in sudden,
unexplained deaths of children
under 2 years old if a bill, that
may be nearing a vote in the Senate becomes law.
Sen. Merle Kearns, R-Springfield, said objections that previously delayed Senate action on
the measure apparently have
been resolved.
Kearns said some legislators
were concerned about an exemption in the bill on grounds of religious beliefs, and about the
reaction of county coroners in
their districts.
But she said the coroner's association supported the measure,
along with the Ohio Department
of Health, and the County Commissioners Association of Ohio.
Kearns said the bill would extend an autopsy requirement now
in effect for the rest of the population.
"Any unexplained death of any
adult, or anyone over 2, actually,
in Ohio, is required to have an autopsy performed by coroners. So
this would just add healthy children under 2 who die unexpectedly," she said.
Kearns said autopsies already
are being performed in about 90
percent of such cases.
She said the bill, for which Rep.
Madeline Cain, D-Lakewood, won
91-2 passage in the House last
September, reflects a concern
that some cases now may be in-

correctly attributed to sudden infant death syndrome.
"Statistics are showing us that
about 15 percent of those SIDStype deaths that are autopsied
turn out to be child-abuse related. So there is concern that
that isn't evident," she said.
"And there's also the problem
that parents, because of the emotion of losing a child so unexpectedly, dont even think to get
an autopsy, and then later wish
that they had because of the grief
and unresolved questions,"
Kearns said.
An autopsy would be required
unless such a procedure would
violate the religious beliefs of the
child's parents, either of whom
could object.
The bill now is in the Rules
Committee to be scheduled for a
vote by the full Senate, which
Kearns hoped would occur this
week.
Sen. Richard Flnan, R-Cincinnati, expressed reservations
about the measure.
"I can understand what they're
talking about," Finan said. "But
the real thing is just a sheer mental block about saying to people,
'You've got to have an autopsy on
a two-year-old,' at a tremendously traumatic time."
Finan, who is assistant Senate
president and a member of the
Rules Committee, said he would
not try to block the bill from a
vote by the full Senate.

HAIR
UNLIMITED

Group threatens doctors
MELBOURNE, Fla. (AP) - A new neighbors, employees and busianti-choice group has printed ness associates of the doctors.
Dr. Frank Snydle, one of the
"most wanted" posters that provide detailed personal informa- physicians targeted by the group,
tion about doctors who perform Operation Goliath, said a poster
abortions, leading to harassment described him as a "hired assasof the doctors and their relatives. sin" and Included addresses and
The low-profile group, led by phone numbers of his fiancee and
activist Bruce Cadle, a former 82 year-old mother.
After it was circulated, his
real estate salesman from Palm
Bay, has mailed the posters to mother received telephone calls,

he said.
"The callers would ask her, 'Do
you know where your son is?'" he
said. "And then they would tell
her, 'He's been killed in an accident.'"
Police in Auburndale, Snydle's
hometown, said Operation Goliath members haven't violated
any laws.
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ADDITIONAL PURCHASES 59<

LIMIT 2 WITH $10 PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES $1.19

All Varieties

1 d <>/. Box

LAY'S
POTATO CHIPS

ULTRA RINSO
DETERGENT

2i4y,-oz.$ "I
Bags
JL

■%• Ultra

Rinso $

LIMIT 2 WITH $10 PURCHASE |«
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES 31.79

1

10-Uses

GRAND OPENING AT
NEW LOCATION!
With Coupon-Kroger 7 1/4-oz. Box

Open 7 Days
No Appointment Necessary

354-1559

Feotunng
Nona us Products

lllll PARKING

248 N. Main St.

MCXUS
HAIR CUT
I & STLYE
(Shampoo Inc)

$000

1*9'

TPERM i NAILSi
(Inc ail & stylo)

$

FulSel

GUYS
CUT

28 00 1*30°°! $goo
rag OS 00

I long hW •■gMir rtghw

| Expires 4/30/92 | ExpirOS 4/30/92
COUPON I COUPON

r«g SMOO

Expires 4/30*2
COUPON

110 MOO
Expire* 4/30*2

COUPON

MACARONI & CHEESE DINNER
lie
JJJ

LIMIT 1 FREE WTTH COUPON a $5 PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES 1 FO«$l
Out coupon per customer. Valid April 6 thru April 12.1992.

subject to applicable state and local taxes.

Prices A Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, April 6
thru April 12, 1992.
COPYRIGHT 1992. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.
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Falcons salvage one vs. Kent

Tim Ntrmu/TW BG Newi

Kent State catcher Scott Strlcklln makes a play at the plate during Friday's game at Stellar Field.

by Aaron Dorksen
sports writer

Mark Tomallo knew he had to
deliver a big hit with the score
tied in the bottom of the seventh
inning and two runners on in the
second game of Saturday's
doubleheader with Kent State.
The team was feeling deja-vu
as it had an identical situation in
the first game but were unable to
come up with the big hit and lost
3-1 in extra Innings.
This time the Falcons found a
way to salvage a win out of the
four-game series. The lefthanded
hitting Tomallo, battling Kent le-

fty closer John St. John and a
light combination of rain and
snow, lined a base hit down the
left field line which dropped in
front of Kent's diving Mike Guilfoyle for the game-winning hit
scoring Brandon Carper. The 2-1
victory ended a nine-grr*e losing
streak and improved Bowling
Green's record to 4-10 and 1-5 in
the MidAmerican Conference.
Kent, 14-5, 4-2, the pre-season
MAC favorite, defeated the Falcons soundly on Friday 17-3 and
6-2 with Brent Spray and Derek
Common taking the losses for
BG.
"Coach Schmitz gives a lot of
responsibility to the freshman on

this team and I knew I had to
come through," Tomallo said. "I
thought he'd throw me a curve
but he didn't. The hit was a great
feeling."
The Falcons scored in the first
when catcher Rob Kennedy (3-3,
2B) singled home Chad Davis
who reached on a fielder's
choice.
Jeff Brown pitched a solid
game, carrying a no-hitter into
the fifth and a shutout into the
seventh before he ran into trouble.
Kent's Art Mighton led off the
seventh Inning with a slow
grounder to defensive replacement Mitch Dougherty at first

base. Dougherty hesitated momentarily, taking a look at Brown
who was running over to cover
the bag and then at the speedy
Mighton, before unsuccessfully
trying to beat him to the bag
himself.
Brown then walked two of the
next three batters before being
replaced by freshman Chris
Boggs who came in to face a
bases loaded, one-out situation,
and the MAC'S leading hitter
Mike Gulan at the plate. Gulan
hit Boggs' first pitch to right
field for a sacrifice fly and then
Boggs induced Matt Rundels to
fly out to center to put out the
fire.

"I was happy with how I
pitched until the seventh when
my arm started to get tired,"
Brown said. "This win is a big
turning point In our season...it
showed our team's determination
after getting drilled Friday."
Coach Danny Schmitz said
Boggs, who was credited with the
win, did an excellent Job in relief
and that Greg Sharp's performance in game one and Brown's
job in game two were the best
outings by Falcon pitchers this
year.
"We had a talk with him
(Brown) about the importance of
this start and he rose to the occasion," Schmitz said.
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Tennis team
up and down
this weekend

Softball team splits
2-2 with Western
by Erik Puplllo
sports writer

by Randy Setter
sports writer

It took pitcher Jody Record
and improved hitting in Saturday's doubleheader for BG's
softball team to earn a 2-2 split
against Western Michigan.
The Falcons now stand 15-7
overall, 2-2 in the Mid-American
Conference.

The women's tennis team split
in the weekend's action losing to
Akron on Saturday and winning
against St. Mary's on Sunday.
Akron blew out the team 2-7 and
they were up 5-1 after the singles
competition against St. Mary's.
< 'aria Marshack won at number
one singles 6-2, 6-0. Marshack
dominated the match, controlling
the baseline and driving her opponent back with powerful shots.
Tisa Pacella came from behind
in dramatic fashion to take number two singles 2-6, 6-4, 7-6 (7-2).
See Tennis, page five.

Tim Norm»nfn* BC Newi

We have
student
airfares*

BG pitcher Dwayne Callaway delivers to the plate.

BG, riding an eight-game winning streak, was met rudely by
the host team as the Broncos
swept both games on Friday. Record pitched almost flawlessly,
but lost a 2-1 decision in a nine
inning struggle.
Rachelle Highfill led the Falcons with two hits while hothitting Dcna Romstadt knocked
In BG's only run in the eighth inning. However, WMU was able to
score the game-winner in the bottom of the ninth on a Romstadt
throwing error.
"Jody totally outpitched
Western, but unfortunately we
couldn't pick up the win," coach
Jaquie Joseph said. "After losing
that close one, we came out entirely flat in the second game."
Flat was an understatement.
Pitcher Lisa Mountjoy
received no offensive support as
BG lost 4-0 to close out Friday's
play.
"The emotion wasn't there
after the first game," Joseph
said. "When a team loses a game
it knows it should have, it takes a
lot out of team."
Saturday was a different story
as the Falcons returned the favor
by sweeping the Broncos. Record
pitched both games and stifled
WMU 6-0 and 3-1. She received

some help from Laura Unterbrink who came in and piched the
sixth and seventh inning of game
one.
"Jody pitched so well in the
first games on Friday and Saturday, that I decided to stay with
the hot hand," Joseph said.
BG brought their bats on Saturday and broke open the first
game with a five-run third inning
which saw the Falcons capitalize
on three Bronco errors. Freshman Kathy Holland had an RBI
single in that inning.
Sophomore Rachelle Highfill
added BG's sixth and final run
with a sacrifice fly in the fourth.
Holland, junior Julie Hudson and
freshman Tricia Askins each had
two hits.
The Falcons grabbed an early
lead in the second game scoring
two runs in the first inning.
Highfill knocked in an RBI
double and crossed home plate
when Romstadt promptly stepped up and scored her with a
single. That's all Record needed
as she scattered five hits and no
earned runs while going the distance. Record only allowed one
earned run In her three starts.
"Our defense stepped up on
Saturday played pretty well behind Jody's strong pitching,"
Joseph said. "We played well
enough to win three games this
weekend and I'm a little disappointed that we didnt."
BG starts a homestand this
Tuesday when they square off
against MAC pre season favorite
Toledo. The Rockets have been
hot of late, scoring as many as 12
runs on two separate occassions
against Kent State and Central
Michigan. Starting time will be
2:00.

leeeeeeeeeooooeeeeeeee

Make your taxes less taxing.
Do them today.
weeeeoeeeeeei
507 E. Merry
April 14 - Tues.
1:00-2:00
2 bedroom furnished apartments • Across the street
from Campus • Private Parking • Washer and Dryers
• Free water and sewer
Come view the apartments you would like to live in nexl
year! At the same time meet the management company
and the OWNER. We can answer questions and help
you fill out rental applications. And who knows, you
might be ready to sign a lease right then and there.
Pick up our weekly updated rental brochure
and summer brochure.

NEWIPVE
KvntaK

352-5620
328 S. Main
Our Only
Office
(.heck wiih uur present
l'r*iilrii|s. to BCC what kiln)
■ ■I inaiiaiieiiwiil team we arc

FOR THIS SPECIAL TIME IN YOUR LIFE
ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH!
Come in and see our complete selection ot graduation supplies
• Announcements
• Name Cards
• Party Invitations
• Memory Books
• Souvenir Announcement Covers
• Graduation Jewelry
• Party Supplies (napkins, paper plates, &
cups)
• Thank You Notes
Call collect: ask for Evelyn 1-898-1952
We're your one stop dealer!
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Opening Day brings misconceptions
Don't look for a fast start from the Indians in '92 Reds pitching not quite flawless
on weekends are not unheard of.
south to Richfield to watch the
Cavs chase the Bulls.
Cleveland rebuilds at the beThere's no question the Indians ginning of every season: Okay, so
have been the worst professional this one really is true.
sports organization in the last
The Indians always get taken
The Sports
30-plus years. Losing has become In trades: This nasty misconcepa way of life for Chief Wahoo's
tion deserves to be put to rest.
Doctor
bunch, and 1992 looks to be yet
Sure they've made their share
another season of acute frustramistakes, but so has every other
tion for Cleveland baseball folteam In existence. Who did the
lowers.
Tigers get for Howard Johnson
While it appears certain the
back when they gave up on him?
Tribe will reach the 90-100 mark Cleveland is the team that traded
The hour has finally arrived - in losses again this season, there Jerry Dybzinski and got Pat TaOpening Day 1992.
are several misconceptions and
bler. Tabler's no Wade Boggs,
It's the day Cleveland Indians
untrue rumors about the Indians but he got more nits with the
fans treasure most. Their team is which have developed throughbases loaded than the Dyber
deadlocked in a seven-way tie for out the distant and recent past.
could've in 20 years.
first place. The pennant race is
Cleveland always gets off to a
Besides, no Indians' front ofwide open and the Tribe is right
hot start: Yes, 1986 was an excep- fice could ever, no matter how
tion. It looked like they had a
in the thick of it
hard they tried, make a deal
Most Indians fans treat every
chance to work a miracle. But
worse than Earnest Bvner for
game in April like its a Sunday in everyone thinks the Indians are
Mike Oliphant (who will play in
fall and the Browns are playing
in first place until May and then
Seattle next year, by the way).
the Bengals for the AFC Central
fold. Not true. They rarely win on
Speaking of trades, how about
lead.
opening day, and their nose-dive the Reggie Jefferson deal? Huge
Every Albert Belle tape
usually happens sooner than
misconception here. Everyone
measure shot, Kenny Lofton stomost think. At the highest point
seems to think Cleveland got the
len base, and Sandy Alomar put
last year, their record was 10-11. best of the Jefferson for Tim
out will be magnified to epic proNo one ever goes to the games: Costo deal. Wake up!! Jefferson
portions.
It just looks that way because the was a gimp when he arrived in
Then again, every Steve Olin
stadium is a little on the large
Cleveland and he hasn't been
blown save, Mark Lewis booted
side. It's just slightly smaller
even near healthy yet. He's one
grounder, and Brook Jacoby
than BG's campus. Wccknight
of those guys who will never get
strikout with men in scoring pogames may struggle to reach five
sition will start the fans driving
figures, but crowds of 30-35,000
See Schroder, page six.

lems.
The Reds have the greatest
pitching stafr in the world:While
they have a very solid rotation
with Greg Swindell, Tim Belcher,
Head first Tom Browning and Jose Rijo,
there are some questions.
How will Swindell do in the
National League? Has Belcher
recovered from his arm problems or the last two years? Who
will the fifth starter be?
Chris Hammond? A pretty
Oh, let us praise Landis, for it
good, young pitcher - but he does
is Opening Day.
Spring has officially begun to- have some things to learn. Like
day as the Boys of Summer begin not to throw 0-2 fast balls down
the middle of the plate to Will
their play - among them being
the Cincinnati Reds, who are hop- Clark. Or one of the other nameless starters such as Milt Hill or
ing to ride a rebuilt lineup and
whatever else they may have sitalmost new pitching staff.
Ya know, a lot of publications
ting in Nashville.
and people (myself included)
Meanwhile, their relief pitchhave been talking up the Reds as ing has turned into a question
the greatest team of all time now mark with the injury of Rob Dibthey have Improved their pitchble. Can Norm Charlton close it
ing staff and added such bashers up for the Reds with the ef f i
as Dave Martinez and Bip
ciency of a Dibble, or a Randy
Roberts Heck, even I was once
Myers or John Franco or the
overheard to be muttering some- past?
thing about the Reds becoming
Concern has also been raised
baseball's first and only unabout the middle relief corps,
defeated team.
which consists of pretty much
But, hey, let's clear up some
the same bunch or nameless fifth
misconceptions here. This is the starters. IT the Reds' starter
1992 Reds we're talking about,
rinds himself in trouble early, the
club might as well hang it up.
not the 1976 Reds. This present
The Reds are very solid
lot does have Its share of proboffensively Again, questions pop
up. Many people are making
INTERNATIONAL WEEK
lead-oft hitter Bip Roberts to be
the next Pete Rose after one good
International Week April 6- 11. 1992)
season. Sure, he will steal the
World Student A UOdatiOH
club a lot or bases, but one needs
Mundu-lttkJ
TJuaduifthi
2 )0 . Wot Id Shoo^aa*
to reach first in order to steal.
2 10 • WofId \h .....(TV UniMd Sum)
iMiddlc ti" «!.■
After that, the line-up is pretty
7 00 - Sport Toum-tnrnt
1 00 - Sport* ToumM«n.
solid with the likes or Barry Lar(WallfUl)
(TlMt . rum.,
Rat C«M«
kin, Paul O'Neill, Chris Saboand
iHStel t'lfci
rndjj Htlfcl
Hal Morris - then we get into the
2 » • World Shmiur
v in a m
T-Uuru painting
Vmtom »....,
likes or Billy Hatcher/Glenn
' 00 - InitrruiKXial Gaaau Night
Saturday llihl
Braggs - both who are about as
HtatfaadMatl
7 00 . lManw>oaaJ Duwar
2» World Sbootaa*
FifM Ifaalad Maihodi*!
consistent as BG weather, Joe OlI Euro*.)
fhur.h ,1V* | *....!,,.
iver and whoever is playing sec7 00 FncriisFitm
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Schroder, M.D.
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Monday's Special

Greg Watson

A

,I

Italian Chicken Breast
$4.50

RKC«MM

(AM)

Includes Pasta and a vegetable
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus
students. Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 +
card holders.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK

Reds fans are among the most
most knowledgable and wellSee Watson, page six.

EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE EUROPE

® WE NEED

PHOTOGRAPHERS ®

The B.G. News

Anyone interested should atteno

needs photographers lor the

the meeting to he held

upcoming Fall semester.

372-6966
■

35mm camera, black and
while darkroom experience,
and lime to spare.

Tim Norman

And earn 6cr. hrs.- Classes are in English informal
Meeting April 8,9:00p.m. Room 1008 BA Building.

Sunday, April 12th at 8p.m.
in ihe basement ol Wesl Hail

You must have your own SLR |

DISCOVER
EUROPE

Bring examples ol your work
and Ihe equipment you have, it
possible

IT COULD BE ONE OF THE
GREATEST EXPERIENCES IN YOUR
LIFE. DO NOT MISS IT!!
For more information call:
Di. Charles Chittle 372-8180/ 31? BA
Fiank Fjutal 354-6499 or 372-8198

EUROPE FUUOPE EUROPf njriOPl n::10Pt tUROi'L
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Michigan, Duke to battle tonight
Cincinnati almost dances around the Wolverines IU runs out of gas late in the game
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Trash-talking and street
savvy, Michigan's Fab Five stamped themselves as
the finest freshman in NCAA history, thanks to a "Everyone was talking. I don't lie to talk
quick rescue Job by a cool upperclassman.
trash, but I had to start doing It, too. It was
James Voskuil, a junior who lost his starting spot
this season, settled down the young, talented but like a street game, and they won. The/re
wild Wolverines on Saturday and put them into the extremely cocky. I guess that's helped them
NCAA championship game -the first to feature
mature. They were still talking at the end."
five freshman starters on one team.
Michigan, which won the title in 1989 with a veteran squad, overcame Cincinnati's fullcourt deErik Martin, Cincinnati Bearcats
fensive pressure and swept the boards to win 76-72
and go into the final Monday against the winner of
Duke-Indiana
Michigan's players, in a show of youthfulness
"Those were plays that killed us," Cincinnati
and delight, danced on the court after a fusillade of coach Bob Huggins lamented.
3-point shots by Cincinnati bounced away in the
final seconds,
Fisher said Voskuil changed the "tenor and
But it wasn't just missed shots that brought mindset" of the game, played before a crowd of
down the Bearcats. It was Chris Webber's 16 50,379 in the Metrodome.
points and 11 rebounds for Michigan, a pick up in
"We were a little more poised and a little more
play by all the Wolverines after a sloppy first half, under control. Plus, we put the rock in," Fisher
and the calming influence of Voskuil.
said.
"Turnovers in the first half were killing us
Voskuil said he was just waiting for an opportuand they had eight more shots than we did," said nity, as he has all season.
Michigan coach Steve Fisher, whose first team
"The biggest adjustment is your mental apwon the NCAA title in his sixth game at the helm proach to the game. You have to be consistent,
three years ago.
whether you get the minutes or not," Voskuil said.
"Fisher looked down the bench, and Voskuil "Before the game, you have to have a mental
came in there and really got us settled down," Eric mindset that you can go in and be part of the
Riley, another displaced upperclassman.
game."
Voskuil, a forward who started last year, rescued his rattled mates with nine points, all in the
Another Michigan junior, point guard Michael
second half and on big plays.
Talley, helped the Wolverines cut down on their
He hit a double-pump drive and a free throw to turnovers in the second half.
put Michigan ahead 61-58 after it trailed at half"We felt we could put him in and relieve some of
time 41-38. Voskuil later added a big offensive re- the pressure on Jalen (Rose)," Fisher said. "It gave
bound and a .1 pointer to keep the Bearcats (29-5) us another guy who could handle the ball."
at bay.

off-campus

OCPAB Presents

off-compus

The First Annual

RISK
Tournament
loard

April 8-9,1992
Off-Campus Student Center
Ground Floor, Moseley Hall
First Round: April 8, 6-9 p.m.
Second Round: April 9, 6-9 p.m.
Cost is FREE
Prizes:
1st Place: $55 Gift Certificate at Finder's
2nd Place: $30 Gift Certificate at Finder's
3rd Place: $15 Gift Certificate at Finder's
Winners of each round will be decided by allotting 5 points per army, and 10
points per territory. Highest total score is the winner.
Sign up for First round in the Main Office.
Participants limited to the first 48 players.
Second round participants will be determined by First round winners.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - There
were no miracle shots, no perfect
nights and once again, almost no
more defense of its national
championship for Duke.
The Blue Devils survived a
subpar game by Christian Laettner and had to hang on to beat
Indiana 81-78 In the NCAA semifinals Saturday night, thanks to a
25-point turnaround keyed by stifling defense and 18 straight
points wrapped around a technical foul against Hoosiers coach
Bob Knight.
The Blue Devils thus moved
within 40 minutes of what no
team has done since UCLA 19
years ago—winning consecutive
national titles. They get their
chance Monday night against
Michigan, a 76-72 semifinal winner over Cincinnati.
With Laettner scoring a careerlow eight points, Bobby Hurley
supplied the offense for Duke
with a career-high 26 points, including six .1 -pointers
Duke, No. 1 in the country all
season, looked like a team whose
luck had run out when it trailed
the Hoosiers by 12 points with

two minutes left in the first half,
only the second time all year the
Blue Devils had been down by 10
or more.
It turned out, though, to be just
another Duke flirtation with
danger.
Less than 10 minutes into second half, the Atlantic Coast
champions were ahead by 13,
having outscored Indiana 31-6.
Indiana finally found the shooting touch in the game's final 53
seconds, when reserve Todd
Leary and Matt Nover sank four
3-pointers to make it a close
game.
Leary hit his 3-pointers with
53, 39 and 27 seconds to play,
while Nover's came with six seconds left and brought the Hoosiers to 80-78.
Leary's third 3-pointer was followed by a Duke turnover, when
Hurley stepped on the end line
while taking the inbounds pass.
Jamal Meeks missed a potential
tying 3-pointer with 15 seconds to
play and Antonio Lang made two
free throws two seconds later for
an 80-7S lead.

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at The BG News,
214 West Hall
DEADLINE: Friday, April 10,1992 4pm.
Please turn in applications at 214 West Hall
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Tribe opens season with Reds' Oliver fights
no shortage at shortstop back from injury
COLUMBUS (AP) -The Cleveland Indians, who had their annual exhibition date with the Cincinnati Reds Sunday in Columbus, seem to be making sure they
will not be shortchanged at
shortstop.
There is Mark Lewis, the designated starter who was a No. 1
draft pick from Hamilton. Last
year's starter, Felix Fermin, is
still on the roster. So are Tony
Perezchica and Dave Rohde.
So the Indians went out Friday
and got a couple more.
General Manager John Hart
said the Indians claimed Jose
Hernandez on waivers I nun
Texas. Hernandez, a shortstop,
probably will open the season at
Class AA Canton-Akron. Last

year, he hit .304 at Class AAA Oklahoma City and .184 in 45 games
with the Rangers.
"He's never hit much, but
you'd have a hard time going into
the June draft and finding a
22-year-old shortstop with hands
like he has," Hart said.
Then Hart said the Indians had
signed shortstop Alvaro Espinoza, released recently by the
New York Yankees. Espinoza, 30,
was the Yankees' starting shortstop last year. He played 148
games and hit .256 with five
home runs and 33 runs batted in.
The addition of Espinoza, who
may open the season at Class
AAA Colorado Springs, means
the Indians likely will trade Fermin because they have a backup

if Lewis isn't ready to play every
day.
Manager Mike Hargrove told
Lewis he had won the job over
Fermin on Thursday.
"Me and Felix get along just
right, perfect," said Lewis. "I respect him very much as a player.
I always have."
Fermin met with Hart to determine his status on the club.
"But he didn't tell me anything," Fermin said.
Hargrove split the playing
time between Lewis and Fermin
almost evenly during the Cactus
League season.
"I really didn't know what was
going on until I was told," said
Lewis. "That was good. It kept
me playing hard."

Tennis
Continued from page two.

Pacella was all over the court the
whole match, but did not begin
hitting consistently until the second set. She fought back, taking
the second set. She won the third
set after falling behind 4-5. Despite a slow start at number three
singles, Erin Bowbeer gained
confidence and easily disposed of
her opponent to win 6-3, frO.
Karen Micus lost in straight
sets at number four singles 6-7
(2-7), 4-6.

Saturday's home match versus
Lori Wydish won her second
match at number five singles in Akron provided tought competistraight sets 6-2,6-4. Wydish had tion for the team.
Wydish was the only victor for
previously played at number six
singles. She closed out the match BG In singles competition. She
by returning her opponent's drop won in three sets after dropping
shot, which her opponent dinked the first set 3-6 and coming back
back at her. Wydish dinked the 6-0,6-1.
ball back and put the return shot
cross court past her opponent.
Cara Whelan won her first
match in three tries at number
six singles. She took the victory
in straight sets 7-5,6-0.

PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) - The darkest time was three weeks
after the operation.
Catcher Joe Oliver was trying to throw a baseball. His surgically repaired right shoulder wouldn't let him.
Doctors had removed the torn cartilage that had tormented
him and perhaps cost him a starting job with the Cincinnati
Reds. It'll be good as new, they said.
Sure.
"I had my moments of doubt, I guess after about three weeks
of rehab, wondering if it was ever going to get back," Oliver
said. "You have bad days. There were days it took everything I
could to throw the ball 120 feet.
"After I got past that, about a month after I started throwing, I
started slowly feeling my strength and velocity coming back."
Flash ahead to an exhibition game two weeks ago. Philadelphia's Mickey Morandinl gets a good jump against Reds starter Tim
Belcher. Oliver smoothly catches the pitch, uncoils and delivers
a perfect throw to shortstop Barry Larkin at second base.
Morandini is out. Oliver Is back.
"The thing about that throw is it was just a reaction," Oliver
said. "I just caught it and threw it. I wasn't trying to put something extra on it. I wasnt trying to put it on the bag. It just
turned out that way.
"That's the way I felt I threw in "90."
Oliver, 26, became the Reds' full-time catcher in the first half
of that year. He hit .231 with eight homers, but more importantly
threw out 35 percent of base stealers.
The Reds have such a high-powered offense that they don't
need a lot of hitting from their catcher. Good defense will do.
But Oliver couldn't even supply that last year, when he reported
to training camp with a sore shoulder.

Rent Now For Fall 1992 I
Columbia
Court
Apts.

Ridge
Manor
Apts.

BG's Newest Apartment
Complex
Close To B.G.S.U.

519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom, Furnished
Townhouses
Close to Campus

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
1992 SPRING BIATHLON
APRIL 18,1992

r.
%'*»

VOLUNTEERS
Sign up In the SRC Main Office and plan to attend
a meeting April 7 or 8 at 4:00 p.m.

Hurry Only A Few Left!!!!
Call Us At 352-0717 For More Information.
Greenbriar Inc., Mgr.
Summer Rates Available

All volunteers will receive a free t-shlrt!
For more information call 372-7482.

VIDEO DELIVERY
354-LATE
(5 2 « 3)
Delivering today's hits, yesterday's classics and nintendo fun!!

Rent 1st video at regular I
price get the 2nd for

99* ]

expires 5-15-92
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mannered in baseball Hey, while
we're talking about some big
misconceptions, lets talk about
one of my biggest peeves - the
fans.
Reds fans are pretty much like
your general, everyday Joe
Schmoe baseball fans who is in
every park in the majors. As is in
every ballpark, you find baseball
brains, drunken idiots, kids, bitter "nobody could pitch 'em like
Amos Russie" baseball vets, and
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prise of the team. He will put of
offensive numbers second only
to Belle this season. He has never
off the DL long enough to do any- gotten a legitimate chance to
thing. The Reds knew this guy
prove himself at this level, and
was fragile and they shipped him he's a talent ready to break
up north for someone who may
through. But he could have Regbe the next Cal Ripken.
gie Jefferson disease, that's the
Albert Belle is a quickonly concern.
tempered malcontent: Oops, anCleveland will never win another true one. But when he hits
other pennant: The jury Is still
40 homeruns and knocks in 120,
out on this one. The courtroom is
no one will care.
growing old and tired of waiting.
Glenallen Hill U a stiff: Wrong.
Matthew D. Schroder is sports
This guy is going to be the sureditor of the News.
Continued from page three.

questionmarks, the Reds do have
a better team than last year's and
should make a serious run at the
World Champion crown "sitting
And as for being polite, I would precariously on the heads of the
Minnesota Twinkies" (to quote
not call a city which has booed
out the likes of Pete Rose, Eric
WLW radio personality Bill CunDavis, Dave Parker and Frank
ningham).
Robinson incredibly polite-nor
And who knows. Maybe they
would I call a bunch of fans who
CAN go 162-0.
poured beer all over a fallen Bob
Watson all that great either.
Greg Watson is editorial editor
But, for all their mysteries and of the News.
know-it-alls. There are no more,
no less in Riverfront than there
are anywhere else.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
— 25lh ANNIVERSARY ~
OFF CAM PUS STUDENT CENTER
Help us plan ffiis celebration Meeting
TONIGHT 5pm m Die Center Call
372-2573 lor more information
Attention Attention Attonuon
ALL ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS
(including new initiates)
Our anal meeting.
our mendeiory meeting
our GENERAL MEETING
all rolled into one on
Wed. Apriia.030pm. 1007 BAA
BGLAD
Blseiual. Gay, Lesbian Awareness Days
April 5-12. 1992
BGLAD Evenle-Mondey. April 6th
Opening Rally
University Union Oval-11 30a m
Donahue: On HomoeeiualNy
Channel 4M:00pm
Sponsored by the PEOPLE Commktoe
BGSU WATER SKI TEAM
MEETING FOR NEW AND OLD MEMBERS
TUESDAY. APRIL 7AT 9 00 IN 103 BA
SEE YOU THEREI
Bowling Green Radio News
Hour Updates
Your News Source For The go's
Catch Updates On WBGU 88 1 FM at
7am. Bam, Bam, noon. 3pm. 5pm
and on WFAL at 7:15am. 8:15am.
915am. 1215 pm.3t5amA51Spm
DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 0 a. hra. • Classes in English
Inlormalonat Meeting
WEDNESDAY April 8.19829:00PM
1008BABLDG
DO NOT MISS IT
Call 354-8499 or 372 8180
DISCOVER EUROPE
SLIMMER STUDY PROGRAM M FRANCE
Earn 6 a hrs Classes in Englisn
Intarmalonal Meeting
WEONE SDAY Apnl 8.1992 9 00 pm
1008BABIdg
00 NOT MISS ITI
Call 354 8499 or 372 8180
FOOO DRIVE APRIL 8-10
College Republicans. RSA. USG
One Can Make A driers nee
How do women reconcile with having lost their
child by abortion ? Hear Karen Keitzman speak
about her own experience and that ol other
women she has helped Wed. Aprs 8 at 8 pm m
the Faculty Lounge (2nd floor Union).

Peace and Freedom
Nelson Mandela Celebration
Saturday. Apnl 11.1902
Irttle&bs Weekend
8 pmalffieN.E. Commons
Feaktnng:
Flash Your Buddha and Qroovomaator
Send A Friend an
I or. OGHAM
and help support Easter Seals
Apnl 0-9 in the
Main Science Building
The BGSU
Libraries and Learning Resources
Multicultural Affairs Committee
cordially invites you
to attend a reception
in honor ol
the winners of The
Third Annual Essay Contest
Tuesday. Apnl 7.1992
3 0010 4:00 pm
The Conference Room
Helreahmems will be served
THE GREAT AME RICAN READ ALOUD
Jerome Library. Conference Room
Wednesday, April 8.
9-9:4510-11 am. Children's Stories
and
Celebnty Readings and Reception
7 9 pm
Stan your momsTgs with
Smooth )ur and fresh rats
on 88 1FM and THE MIX
Weekday mom figs 8-10 am
SUPPORT BGSU LIBRARIES
In Store Book Fair at
Line Professor Bookstore in the
Spring Meadows Snoppmo Center
on Airport Highway Men son
-BGSU LBRARIES" and a portion ol
your purchase will be donated
10 BGSU Libraries during
National I ibrary Week
Apnl 5-7.1002
SUPPORT BGSU LIBRARIES

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
kilo, and support • BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354 HOPE
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAL! A
Inlormauon on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Penh.
TownsviBe. Sydney, and Melbourne Programs
start at $3520 Cat 1 800 878 3696
Wil do typing
11.25 per page
Call Vldu 352 3356

PERSONALS
Attend a Junior Orientation Meeting
about Uni v»f euty Placement Services
6:30-6pm - Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Weds. Apnl 8th
TTHJTS. April 9m
Tuee. April 14th
Quesnone? Ceil 372 2356

••ZBT"
Corvgratulaltons to Pat Holmes, Kevin Black.
Tom Lane, and Greg Stlnson lor winning All
Greek and All Campus Intramural Curling
Ch«mpsl
"ZBT"
AGO'AGO"AGO'AGO
Looking (or a date?
Looking tor a mass?
If so. find an Alpha Gam
and try Data Match
Fill out a questionaire tor $2.00
You cant go wrong1
Apnl 6-10
AGO " Data Uatch • AGO
AZD AZD AZD AZD AZD AZD A2TJ AZD AZD
Players ol the Week: Loris Semerano, Chnsten
Bamaby, Megan Johnson, Noeite MoGmms.
and Chelsea Furlong
AZD VOLLEYBALL ATO
MONDAY MUSICIANS
Chris VoJIstadt's Combo
Wesl McDonald Dmmg Hall
Tonight (Tom 5pm - $pm
Ms from UAO snd Its FREE

HARVEST
Come see Jim and t roc from Harvest Ive, unplugged at Tuxedo Junction Wed.. Apnl IS.
Playing all your favorites including songs from
the CD. Neil Young. PmK Ftoyd, The Who.
Graieful Dead & more Don! rmss it1
Heading tor EUROPE this summer? Jet there
anytime tor $160 from the East Coast, $229
from the Midwest (when available) (Reported
In Lets Gol A NY Times.) AIRHITCH
212 664 2000
IRISH CLUB
MEETING TONIGHT 9PM
113BA EVERYONE IS WELCOME
DISCOVER EUROPE
MAKE IT THE BEST EXPERIENCE
IN YOUR LfE WITH THE SUMMER
STUOY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn6or.hrs classesnEnglish
Come to the next informational Meeting
Aprri 8.1002900pm Room 1006 BA Bu-dtng
to learn more about this excellent program
JEANS DAY
Wednesday. April t, 1002
Sponsored by the PEOPLE, Committee
FREE DOUBLES
ARE HERE AT
THE PICTURE PLACE
MARCH30TH THRU APRIL 10TH
PINK TRIANGLES
In the Nazi concentration camps, prisoners
were classified by patches of different colors
which corresponded to their "crime". Jews
wore a yellow star (two yellow mangles
together), poetical prisoners a red mangle, anttsooals a black mangle, hard core criminals a
green mangle and Jehovah's witnesses a purpie mangle. A pink triangle was assigned to
gay men The pink mangle has become a gen
era! symbol tor all gay people of the eiremist
hym ol oppression which has befallen the
community, ft is a symbol of the way gay men
and lesbians suffered and continue to suffer
wcftmization.
The PEOPLE. Committee

Applications lor the SlCSfC $500 scholarship
for a junior or senior who has displayed outstanding qualities of leadership and initiative
may be picked up in room 405. Student Services. DearJine is Apnl 17fh.
Alpha Xi' Sg Ep
Get psyched for Softball tonight.
Alpha Xi'SgEp
DISCOVER EUROPE
MAKE IT THE BESTEXPERtNCE
IN YOUR LIFE WITH
THE SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN
FRANCE
Earn 6 a. hrs. Classes in Engish
Come to the next informational meeting
Apnl 8.1002 0 00pm room 1006 BA Building
to learn more about this excellent program.
SPRING BREAK PRICE-BUSTER VACATIONS!
JAMAICA. BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE.
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM
ONLY $599 BUY FROM THE 61 NAME YOU
CAN TRUST FOR QUALITY VACATIONS
FOUR SEASONS 1-600-331-3136.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED"
Student Rec Center 1002 Biathlon
Saturday. Apnl 16th
Sign up in the Student Rec Center Main Office
Al volunteers receive a free Biathlon t-shirt
Call 372-746? for more inforrnatton.
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
Applications available for 1002-03 exec Pick
up in 405 Student Services Due back by
5 00pm. Apnl 10th. Questions? Cad 372-6068
or LaaLightmanal 354-5603.
When old you nsellia you were straight and
not gey?
The PEOPLE Committee
Women tor Women general meeting
Today at 500 pm
Third Floor Union Canal Room
Everyone Welcome I

SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
May • Aug 4 needed
cheap, 1 block from campus
Cal tor more into. 353 4203
Male roommate or subleaser needed tor 1002
Summer Session. Call 352-4303
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SUMMER
643 Sixth St. 03. Only $100 a month plus
roommate. Call 352-3570.
Summer Subleasers Needed
Cheap, rumsihed. all utilities paid
372-4407 or 372-6646
Two people to sublets* for summer eemeeter. Close to campus. Own bedroom. Cool
place. Call $64-6474. As* lor Doug.

HELP WANTED
J200J500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home
Eaayl No selling. You're paid
Direct. Fully Guaranteed
FREE 24 Hour Record.ng
801 370-2000 Copyright SQH17KDH
M0.0OO/YR! READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts Fill out simple
-Lke/don-t like" torm. EASYI
Fun. relaxing at home, beach,
vacations Guaranteed paycheck
FREE 24 Hour Recorckng
801 -370-2025 Copyright eOH 17KEB
250 COUNSf LORS and tostructora needed!
Private, coed summer camp m Pocono Mtns..
NE Pennsylvania. Lohatan. Box 234 BG.
Ken.rWOrth.rU 07033 (908) 276 0006.
$227,501 Sell 50 outrageous college T-shirts
and make $227 50 Average sales lime - 2-6
hrs. You choose from 17 designs. No financial
obligation. A nsk free program designed tor
students SM-LG quantity aval Call Taylor 19
1 600-65*6800

Cont on page 7
WANTED
HELPI Two graduating seniors need subleasers 'or summer. Whole apt. needs rented.
2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath, new carpet, air condi
Dorangt ONLY $325 a month Contact Mary or
Chnsne at 352-1046 for more into.
One subleaser from May Ol August - Close to
campus $iS0/mon(h plus utanes - negotiable
Call 353 6003 Ask tor Steve.
SCSIC, the secret spmi organization is looking
tor two new members ■ you are currently a
freshman (soph, next fall) and would fake to be
considered, pick up an interest form in room
40S Student Services Deadline is Apnl iQth
Subleaser lor this summer May-August 2 bedrooms avadable - Get your own rooml hhee
Place-Call 353-3356
Summer Subleaser
1/2 people tor one bedroom University Village
close to campus $175 per month. Cal
353 2004
One female roommate tor summer.
Cal 372-1181 tor more Into.

SCHWINI\T

C VCLIVG ANO F=H NSSS

BG's most complete line ol
bicycles, accessories, and
parts.
Service on all makes.
Over 50 years Experience.
20% DISCOUNT on Advent
Computers and U-locks while
supplies last.
Not valid with any other offer.
lAY-A'.VAY
AVAILABLE

102 W. Po» Rd.
353-8323

ltouj*ej^Mori^iL>5SaL

r
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ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT • fisher
MS.
Earn aS.OOO.'monrJi F ree transportation'
Room i Boardl Over 8.000 openings.
No experience necessary. Mai* of Female
For employment program call:
Studant Employment Services
I 206S45 4I55S.I 1516 •

Earn $500 plui weeWyl Direct man raps
needed $3 tor each mailar you prepare Prepara as many as you wish No quotal For da
tails sand si and a long SASE to: American
Merchandising. 3786 Fish Creak Rd . Sle
288-0. Akron. OH 44224-S408
Findlay reck band looking tor load singer To
sal up aurMon call 423-2870 or 424-0484.
leave massage
MAKE

MONEY WHILE WORXMQ OUT-

DOOM

Attention
Graphic Daalgn

TASP Imernasona! is looking tor highly mopwaled skjdems. who want to work outdoors
pelnsng in Celmia Minster and Sytvania / Nor.
then Toledo lor the summer. Call
1-800-543-3792

•

VCT
Ma|ora
Sludanl Publications Is
now accepting explications
tor PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
tor FALL 1882 Apply al
Sludanl Employment
450 Sludant Sarvicat Slog
by APRIL 17,19MII

Pan Time and Sub poaMone available in Reeioenial Facsioes working with adults with men
tal retardation/developmental disabilities
Hours needed a/a 6-9 am and 2-10 pm M-F
and weekends tl available to work these hours
apply at WbodLane Residential Services 545
Pearl St. BG EEO

Dance's - Musi be eighteen and lap. Will train.
Can make up to $1000 weekly. Come tee our
show Fireplace Lounge, Port Clinton. Onto.
.-734-9051 (Tom).
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF Assistant director.
business manager. FIN, kitchen staff, unit
counselors and leaders, program specialist.
pool director and hfegunsde nee dad; June
13 August 11 Two seasonal resident camps
located near Hamsontourg and Leesburg, VA
Contact Ruth Eneor. GSCNC. 2233 Wisconsin
Ave NW. Washington. DC 20007-4187
202337-4300. EO€
SKI A WORK IN COLORADO NEXT WINTERM
Creeled BuOe Mountain Resort is coming
again to do recruiting lor our Student Employment Program. S500 schoianWBp. (5 hour, a
FREE UNUHTTEO ski pass, housing. .. and
MUCH morel Various poaisone are available
For mom ntormatton please attend our Wormational presentason held at 6:00pm on Monday. April 13 In Placement Office or contact our
sponsor Placement Services 372-23S6 We
areanEOE
STOPIH Need a Job Now and tor Summer'
Earn $3 per envelope maang our Sates Circulars) Stan taimediaieryl Send a Long SA.S.
Envelope: CMP L>s*toueng Dept C-100, P.O.
Box 1066. Forked River. NJ 06731
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT PUT IN BAY
THE PERRY HOLIDAY MOTEL on South Bass
Island is seeking employees lor all positions. II
you are people oriented, self motivated responsible and willing to work tor top pay whalo
having a ternlc summer, please contact us for
more intormation and applications Wnte or
Call THE PERRY HOLIDAY MOTEL. P O. Bo«
180. Put-In-Bay.OH 43456(419)285 2107

NCAA

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

FOR SALE

9 p.m.
Specials on
Beer, Tacos &
NO COVER L, Dogs.
„J 10ft. TV
104 S. Main
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82 Kawasaki 440 LTD. Low miles. Mm cond
1575 Cal 352 5554 As»lorl'.i:

353-0988

Audio cabinet $45
NAD Pre amp 8 CO Player. (280
Cal Jason. 384-0618.
CHEAP! FllrU 5. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
(200
88 VW
* SO
87 MERCEDES
(100
65MUSTANO
(SO
Chooae from thouaande alerting (25.
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals
Oelails 801 379-2929 Copyright SOHI7KJC
DRUGLOR0TRUCKSI (100
SSBRONCO
150
91 BLAZER
(ISO
77JEEPCJ
(SO
Saued Vans, 4x4 s. Boats. Choose from
thousands staring (25.
FREE 24 Hour Recorftng Reveals Details
801 3792830 Copyright fOH 17KKC
FOR SALE GOLD STAR 4 HEAD VCR
ON SCREEN PROGRAMMING. STEREO.
UNIVERSAL REMOTE ASKING (350 (NEGOTIABLE) CALL TONY 372 5550 LEAVE
MESSAGE
FOR SALE: 288 IBM CLONE
20 MR HARO DRIVE. BOTH HD FLOPPIES
VGA SCREEN. PANISONIC 1124 24 PM
PRINTER MOUSE ANO SOFTWARE IN
CLUDED ASKING (1300 (NEGOTIABLE)
CALL TONY 372-5550 LEAVE MESSAGE
King Sin Waterbed with headboard.
Stel 352 8280 attar S pm (100
Like lo Fix up Cars?
'81 black Toyota Corona luxury Edition PB,
PS. electnc sunroof, needs engine work (200
OBO Cal 372-3816 after 8pm
Protect yourslf and feel safel
Order Sabre Super tea/gas chemical
oaf enaa weapon on a key chain.(10 par
2 lor (18. Money back guarantee 8 free
report "How to avoid sexual assault and
rape." Inn Mkt.
Boi 434 Oept BG. Cuy. FIs OH 44222

1986 Ford Mustang IX J3000 Good cond
Please cat 354 5285

VCR good condnon (100 or best offer Call
Jordan 352 1556 or 674 4400.

1901 Gary Fisher -Advance" Mountain bike
Red 19". 8 mos. old $375 Call Kevin at
352*969

Waterbed w/drewers. (160 8 20" Color TV
w/misaing knob. (50 Call 869-3805 Ask lor
Mr Games

FOR RENT
ATTENTION VCT STUDENTS! Student Publications is accepting applications for Co-op positions
for FALL 1992. Apply at trie Technology Co-op Office by April 22,1992.

1 bdrm. (urn. or unfum. apt*
Quiet atmosphere • close to campus
352-2863
Carty Rentals - Phone 353 0325
Hex.*«i tor 3-0 students
Alto, smote rooms, ndudat ad uviMa
AH near campus • Offos 316 E Merry #3
1992-93 Summer A Fall Leases
1 ft 2 bdrm. apts Furnished A unfurnished.
Pool, clubhouse ft laundry fadities
354 3533

SAVERS
"Look for our new discount ads. When
you turn in the ad and sign a lease for
that advertised address, you will
receive a discount on rent for the
whole year. (First come, first serve!)"
Check out these apartments:
507 East Merry
309 High
801 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.
525 East Merry
520 E. Reed

Heipi We need 4* subteasers from May"
August. Great house, vary close to campus, on
E Wooeter. For more into, can 352-2414. Ne
golatsrsot.
Large 5 bedroom house available this summer
Across from Founders 622 E. Wooeter
352 8280
MARTEN RF.NTAL3
We have apartments (or traditional students.
grads and couples Please call tor more information on locations and rates for Spring,
Summer and Fa*.
352-3445 " Hour* 9 9

Seniors A Grads
Jay Mar Apts Ther+ghtands
One A Two Bedroom
furnished A unfurnished
AC, Quiet Areas, on site iriartagement
Starting at $305
Call between 10-5 (or showing
354-6036
2 bdrm. furnished apartnent. Utilities included
eicept electric Open summer A fall
2 bdrm. furnished house Unlives included ex
cept electric Open for summer 669 3036
2 bdrm. house. Located between campus and
downtown. Near courthouse Available this
summer, fall A sorry Call 823 5551
2 Br. house avail May 15th - 609 Filth St
Great tor couple or up to 3 students - 12 mo
lease $450 00 AUDI Steve Smrth352-a9.7.
92-93 SUMMER A FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Edit, one bdrm , two bdrm , houses A duplexes. Stop into
319 E WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our fnendaly staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3A4-2280
Carty Rentals Phone 353 0325
Apartments tor rent - 9 or 12 mo. leases
9 mo.- 4 at $135 ea 11 ? mo $120 ea.
9mo-3al$165aa/t2mo-$140ea
9 mo.-2 at $250 aa/t 2 mo-$210 ea
All near campus Office 316 E Meny a3
1992-93 Summer A Fail Rentals 2 bdrm
turn apts Free water, sowar, heat, AC, HBO
Call 3522663

Two bedroom apt. for rent. Near campus
Available MM May. Call 352-3224

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

Ullll.liv

1 CHlll'Ill*. (ll >«V U III

Efficiency A ona bedroom apartments
avaiiabit CaH Mecca Management at
353-5600.

George 323-6015 after 7pm

DQ
lllli
llM NMaf3«l LeVgC-8.
PliblaalM of

Pick up our weekly updated rental brochure
and summer brochure.

Do you need your own room ?
New, 6 bedroom apartment. 2 M baths tor 6
t^Rsmaa, phone 353-0325

Sum Sublease Nice 2 bdrm. Apt. May 15
mAug iSReniNeg 352-6138

NEWIPVE
352-5620
Office

O and G Rentals
Duplexes / Apartmenis all
•vi Him 3 blocks of campus
Call 287 3233

Sea* kept housing secret in BO
Mount Vernon Apis
2 bedroom, furnished, dishwashers.
a/c. paid gas uuktie*
Cal

Gary 353-7934 or

328 S. Main
Our Only

Cooi Summer Living
All ul. included. Near campus. Room
w/baffiroom. No least. $225 par monffi.
3S2«6iSeve.

CaWTauTla.pl.181
DtfMtMIM.

OPPORTUNITY!
Make the transition into the business world selling yellow page
advertising for your campus telephone direclory or for other
campus directories nationwide.
MONEY!
Earn an average of $4,000 for the 11 -week sales period with an
unlimited opportunity for a profitable summer.
EXPERIENCE!
Gain valuable experience in sales, advertising, marketing and
public relations.
TRAINING!
Travel to Chapel Hill. NC for a five-day expense-paid sales
training program. Train with 2S0 other college students from
across the country.
Interviewing on campus Tuesday, April 14
Sign up in the Co-Op Office, 238 Admin. Big.
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Bill would require
autopsy of infants
by John Challanl
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- Autopsies
would be required In sudden,
unexplained deaths of children
under 2 years old if a bill, that
may be nearing a vote in the Senate becomes law.
Sen. Merle Kearns, R-Springfield, said objections that previously delayed Senate action on
the measure apparently have
been resolved.
Kearns said some legislators
were concerned about an exemption in the bill on grounds of religious beliefs, and about the
reaction of county coroners in
their districts.
But she said the coroner's association supported the measure,
along with the Ohio Department
of Health, and the County Commissioners Association of Ohio.
Kearns said the bill would extend an autopsy requirement now
in effect for the rest of the population.
"Any unexplained death of any
adult, or anyone over 2, actually,
in Ohio, is required to have an autopsy performed by coroners. So
this would just add healthy children under 2 who die unexpectedly," she said.
Kearns said autopsies already
are being performed in about 90
percent of such cases.
She said the bill, for which Rep.
Madeline Cain, D-Lakewood, won
91-2 passage in the House last
September, reflects a concern
that some cases now may be In-

correctly attributed to sudden infant death syndrome.
"Statistics are showing us that
about 15 percent of those sins
type deaths that are autopsied
turn out to be child-abuse related. So there Is concern that
that isn't evident," she said.
"And there's also the problem
that parents, because of the emotion of losing a child so unexpectedly, dont even think to get
an autopsy, and then later wish
that they had because of the grief
and unresolved questions,"
Kearns said.
An autopsy would be required
unless such a procedure would
violate the religious beliefs of the
child's parents, either of whom
could object.
The bill now is in the Rules
Committee to be scheduled for a
vote by the full Senate, which
Kearns hoped would occur this
week.
Sen. Richard Finan, R-Cincinnati, expressed reservations
about the measure.
"I can understand what they're
talking about," Finan said. "But
the real thing is just a sheer mental block about saying to people,
'You've got to have an autopsy on
a two-year-old," at a tremendously traumatic time."
Finan, who is assistant Senate
president and a member of the
Rules Committee, said he would
not try to block the bill from a
vote by the full Senate.

HAIR
UNLIMITED

Group threatens doctors
MELBOURNE, Fla. (AP) - A new
anti-choice group has printed
"most wanted" posters that provide detailed personal information about doctors who perform
abortions, leading to harassment
of the doctors and their relatives.
The low-profile group, led by
activist Bruce Cadle, a former
real estate salesman from Palm
Bay, has mailed the posters to

neighbors, employees and business associates of the doctors.
Dr. Frank Snydle, one of the
physicians targeted by the group,
Operation Goliath, said a poster
described him as a "hired assassin" and included addresses and
phone numbers of his fiancee and
82 year-old mother.
After it was circulated, his
mother received telephone calls.

he said.
"The callers would ask her, 'Do
you know where your son is?'" he
said. "And then they would tell
her, 'He's been killed in an accident.'"
Police in Auburndale, Snydle's
hometown, said Operation Goliath members haven't violated
any laws.

NOTHING CUTS
PRICES LIKE
KROGER RED TAGS
All Varieties

All Varieties

2 LITER
BIGK

COTTONELLE
BATH TISSUE

I 2

arm

$

•tt Bottles

1

JL

LIMIT 2 WITH 510 PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES 59«

24-Roll 9 I
Pkgs. JL
LIMIT 2 WITH $10 PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES $1.19

All Varieties

1 (•■€>/. Box

LAYS
POTATO CHIPS

ULTRA RINSO
DETERGENT

214/,-ozV \
Bags X
LIMIT 2 WITH $10 PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES $1.79

*1

10-Uses

GRAND OPENING AT
NEW LOCATION!
With Coupon-Kroger 7 1/4-oz. Box

Open 7 Days
No Appointment Necessary

354-1559

feotunng
Ni'uu', Products

248 N. Main St.
T

! HAIR CUT rPERM
I & STLYE I (Inc cul A stylo)
(Slmmpoo Inc )

|$QOO
| Expires 4/30/92

COUPON

I

NAILS

$

22C
■'•'■*

LIMIT 1 FREE WITH COUPON a Si PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES J FOR 5l
One coupon per cuMomer. Valid April 6 thru April 12.1992.
Subject lo applicable Male and local lakes.

Prices & Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, April 6
thru April 12,1992.
COPYRIGHT 1992. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.

11(11 PARKING

N€YU5

MACARONI & CHEESE DINNER

GUYS
CUT

2800i$3000' *600

•
rag $33.00
$33 00
I long IUM ilgM* Nfl«**<

I

Expires 4/30/92

|

•

Expire* 4/30*2 |

^^ ^^

Expires 4/30*2

COUPON

i

COUPON I

COUPON

«g *M 00

•

I

%0

lagun

FOOD&DRUG

